// Managed Desktop Infrastructure
A secure, virtual desktop service, allowing anywhere, anytime, any device
access in an easy to consume solution.
Powered by Microsoft Azure Virtual Desktop, the Service utilizes the availability, scalability and power of
the Microsoft Azure cloud infrastructure.
Choosing Cyberfort’s Managed Desktop Infrastructure (MDI) for hosting your business services is the
simplest way to manage Windows desktop in the cloud, securely, and at minimum cost. Cloud computing
with Cyberfort brings you economies of scale, combined with our trusted expertise in security. There is
no equipment to buy up-front, you simply decide what resources, applications and configuration you
need on the desktop and let our service take care of the provisioning.
But we don’t stop there. As a standard part of our cloud offering, we include our cloud backup service
based in our UK based data centre – protecting your Microsoft 365 user data, provide monitoring and a
comprehensive endpoint security solution for the desktop.
Our team of Microsoft experts will build and look after your Virtual Desktop infrastructure for you,
leaving you to concentrate on getting your core business with minimum resources allocated to system
management. Leave it to Cyberfort to patch, monitor and maintain your virtual desktop environment via
our 24/7/365 service desk.
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Secure by Design
With the ever growing risk of Ransomware and Malware attacks we designed our MDI Service
with security in mind first. Our solution is developed on a secure infrastructure using Microsoft
Azure and includes two-factor authentication and data encryption. Our service will allow you to
enhance your risk management and remain compliant with industry regulations including GDPR
and ISO 27001.

Business Continuity
Strengthen your business continuity plan by utilising our backups and replication to ensure that
your business continues to run as normal in the event of disasters, events or changing of your
business landscape.
To support the growth of your business you can efficiently scale up or down your infrastructure
as your business demands change.
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Optimise Costs
Reduce your on premise hardware, license and IT Support costs with our Managed Virtual
Desktop. Implementing a Managed Virtual Desktop into your processes will allow you to reduce
the investment needed on your infrastructure costs as well as reducing management overhead
costs and freeing up your resources.

Usability
Provide easy access to business applications, business data and productivity tools to your remote
and hybrid workers. Introducing Managed Virtual Desktop into your organisation is a seamless
experience that adds layers of security to your critical business data. By integrating and adopting
M365 tools such as Outlook, MS Teams, Office and using Onedrive as your data storage, you will
empower your team and provide them with a familiar experience of a local desktop or laptop.
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